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Abstract
We consider well-known provability logic GLP. We prove that the GLP-provability prob-
lem for variable-free polymodal formulas is PSPACE-complete. For a number n, let Ln0 denote
the class of all polymodal variable-free formulas without modalities 〈n〉, 〈n+ 1〉, . . .. We show
that, for every number n, the GLP-provability problem for formulas from Ln0 is in PTIME.
1 Introduction
There are some works about computational complexity of provability logics. R. Ladner in [9]
has shown that some logics, including S4, K, and T have PSPACE-complete decision problem.
Even though the Go¨del-Lo¨b logic GL was not mentioned in [9] is easy to prove that GL has a
PSPACE-complete decision problem. Later it was shown that the GL-provability problem for the
formulas with at most one free variable is PSPACE-complete [4][11]. The GL-provability problem
for variable-free modal formulas lies in PTIME [4].
I. Shapirovsky proved that the decision problem for the Japaridze’s logicGLP lies in PSPACE
[10]. Therefore, both the GLP-provability problem for all polymodal formulas and the GLP-
provability problem for polymodal formulas with at most one free variable are PSPACE-complete.
E. Dashkov considered the class of all formulas of the form ϕ←→ ψ, were ϕ and ψ are built from
the logical constant ⊤, conjunction, propositional variables and modalities 〈n〉; he has shown that
there exists polynomial time algorithm for the GLP-provability problem for formulas from this
class [6].
2 The Logic GLP
The language of the polymodal provability logic GLP consists of all formulas well-built of ⊤ (propo-
sitional constant for truth), ⊥ (propositional constant for false), ∧, ∨, ¬, →, 〈0〉, 〈1〉,. . ., x0, x1,. . .
(every natural number can be an index of diamond and an index of variable). We denote this
language by Lωω. Axioms and inference rules of GLP are
0. axioms of PC(Propositional Calculus);
1. 〈n〉(A ∨B)→ (〈n〉A ∨ 〈n〉B);
2. ¬〈n〉¬⊤;
3. 〈n〉A→ 〈n〉(A ∧ ¬〈n〉A);
4. 〈n〉A→ 〈k〉A, for k ≤ n;
∗This work was partially supported by RFFI grant 12-01-00888_a and Dynasty foundation.
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5. 〈k〉A→ ¬〈n〉¬〈k〉A, for k < n;
6.
A A→ B
B
;
7.
A→ B
〈n〉A→ 〈n〉B
.
Below we give well-known arithmetical semantics for the logic GLP. We will omit some details
of the construction of this semantics; look in [2] for more information. The arithmetical semantics
for GLP were introduced by G. Japaridze [8] (this semantics is somewhat different from the one
we present here).
Let LFA be the language of the first-order Peano arithmetic PA, i.e. LFA is the set of all
closed first-order formulas over the signature (=, 0, S,+, ·). All first order theories that we will
consider below in the article are theories in this language. RFNn(T) is the naturally selected LFA
proposition saying that all Σn consequences of the recursively axiomatizable theory T are true.
Note that for every recursively axiomatizable theory T, the proposition RFN0(T) is the proposition
saying that T is consistent.
Suppose T is a recursively axiomatizable first order theory in the signature of PA. We consider
evaluations of Lωω formulas ∗ : L
ω
ω → LFA, ϕ 7−→ ϕ
∗ which enjoys following properties:
1. ⊤∗ is a T-provable proposition, ⊥∗ is a T-disprovable proposition;
2. (¬ϕ)∗ = ¬ϕ∗, (ϕ∧ψ)∗ = ϕ∗∧ψ∗, (ϕ∨ψ)∗ = ϕ∗∨ψ∗, (ϕ→ ψ)∗ = ϕ∗ → ψ∗, for all ϕ, ψ ∈ Lωω;
3. (〈n〉ϕ)∗ = RFNn(T+ ϕ∗), for all ϕ ∈ Lωω.
It’s known that for omega-correct theories T ⊃ PA the correctness and completeness theorem
for the logic GLP holds, i.e. for every formula ϕ ∈ Lωω
GLP ⊢ ϕ ⇐⇒ for every correct evaluation ∗ we have T ⊢ ϕ∗.
Principal applications of the logic GLP are in proof theory. Consider polymodal formulas of
the form
〈n0〉〈n1〉 . . . 〈nk−1〉⊤,
where k ≥ 0 and n0, . . . , nk−1 ≥ 0; formulas of this form are known as words. Those formulas
corresponds to arithmetical propositions that are known as iterated reflection principles
RFNn1(T+RFNn2(T+RFNn3(. . . (T+RFNnk(T)) . . .)).
This correspondence simplifies the investigation of iterated reflection principles. Iterated reflection
principles were used to obtain a characterization of Πn-consequences of PA and of some fragments
of PA. Also iterated reflection principles was used in the proof of the independence of PA for
Beklemishev’s Worm Principle [2].
For our further purposes we need one simple fact. It is clear that for every word α the theory
PA + α∗ is omega-correct. Henceforth from Go¨dels second incompleteness theorem for omega-
correct theories and completeness theorem for GLP it follows that
Fact 1. Suppose α is a word. Then
GLP 6⊢ α→ 〈0〉α.
All these results mainly exploited properties of the variable-free fragment ofGLP. The variable-
free fragment of the logic GLP is expressive enough to describe a lot of properties of words.
For an ordinal α ≤ ω we denote by Lα0 the set of all formulas built from the logical constant ⊤,
constant ⊥, conjunction, disjunction, implication, negation and modalities 〈n〉 for natural numbers
n < α. For an ordinal α ≤ ω we denote by GLPα0 the set of all GLP-provable formulas from L
α
0 .
We investigate computational complexity for languages GLPα0 .
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3 The fragment GLPω0
Theorem 1. The language GLPω0 is PSPACE-complete.
The language GLPω0 lies in PSPACE by Shapirovsky’s theorem. Thus, in order to prove
Theorem 1, we need to show that the language GLPω0 is PSPACE-hard.
By QBF we denote the language of all true closed quantified Boolean formulas. In order to
prove PSPACE-hardness of the language GLPω0 , we construct a polynomial-time reduction from
the language GLPω0 to the language QBF.
Suppose we have a formula
Q0x0Q1x1 . . . Qn−1xn−1ϕ(x0, . . . , xn−1),
where Qi ∈ {∀, ∃} and ϕ(x0, . . . , xn−1) is a Boolean formula with free propositional parameters
x0, . . . , xn−1. We will construct closed polymodal formulas η0 and ψ0 such that
Q0x0Q1x1 . . . Qn−1xn−1ϕ(x0, . . . , xn−1) is true iff GLP ⊢ η0 ←→ ψ0;
there are no connective←→ in the language and we express it with the use of ∧ and→ connectives.
We construct following formulas:
• ηn ⇋ ⊤;
• ηi ⇋ 〈2i〉〈4n− 2i− 1〉⊤, for 0 ≤ i < n;
• θi ⇋ 〈2i+ 1〉〈4n− 2i− 2〉⊤, for 0 ≤ i < n;
• ψn ⇋ ϕ[θ0, . . . , θn−1/x0, . . . , xn−1];
• ψi ⇋ 〈2i〉〈4k − 2i− 1〉〈2i〉ψi+1, for 0 ≤ i < n and Qi = ∃.
• ψi ⇋ ηi−1 ∧ ¬〈2i〉〈4k − 2i− 1〉〈2i〉(ηi ∧ ¬ψi+1), where 0 ≤ i < n and Qi = ∀.
For a formula ξ we put ξ⊤ ⇋ ξ and ξ⊥ ⇋ ¬ξ.
For every k ≤ n let Λk(Λ
−
k ) be the set of all σ : {0, . . . , k − 1} → {⊥,⊤} such that
Qkxk . . . Qn−1xn−1ϕ(σ(0), . . . , σ(k − 1), xk, . . . , xn−1) is true(false).
The following three lemmas from [1] are given here without proof:
Lemma 1. [1, Lemma 1] Suppose ξ1, ξ2 are polymodal formulas and s1, s2 are natural numbers
such that s1 < s2. Then
1. GLP ⊢ 〈s2〉(ξ1 ∧ 〈s1〉ξ2) ←→ 〈s2〉ξ1 ∧ 〈s1〉ξ2;
2. GLP ⊢ 〈s2〉(ξ1 ∧ ¬〈s1〉ξ2) ←→ 〈s2〉ξ1 ∧ ¬〈s1〉ξ2.
Lemma 2. [1, Lemma 10]Suppose s is a number and α, β are words without 〈0〉, 〈1〉, . . . , 〈s − 1〉
such that GLP 6⊢ α→ β. Then GLP ⊢ 〈s〉(α ∧ ¬β) ←→ 〈s〉α.
Next lemma can be proved by straightforward induction on length of α with the use of [1,
Lemma 2]
Lemma 3. Suppose s is a number and α is a word without 〈s〉, 〈s + 1〉, . . .. Then
GLP ⊢ 〈s〉α ←→ 〈s〉⊤.
Remark 1. The disjunction of the empty set of formulas
∨
ξ∈∅
ξ is ⊥. The conjunction of the empty
set of formulas
∧
ξ∈∅
ξ is ⊤.
Lemma 4. Suppose k ≤ n. Then
GLP ⊢
∨
σ∈Λk
(ηk ∧
∧
i<k
θ
σ(i)
i ) ←→ ψk.
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Proof. We prove the Lemma by induction on n− k. It is clear that the induction hypothesis holds
for k = n. Now we prove the inductive step. Consider the case Qk = ∃. We present the sequence of
formulas from Lω0 and then prove that neighboring formulas from this sequence are GLP-provably
equivalent:
1. ψk;
2. 〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉ψk+1;
3. 〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(
∨
σ∈Λk+1
(ηk+1 ∧
∧
i<k+1
θ
σ(i)
i ));
4.
∨
σ∈Λk+1
〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧
∧
i<k+1
θ
σ(i)
i ));
5.
∨
σ∈Λk+1
(〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧ θ
σ(k)
k ) ∧
∧
i<k
θ
σ(i)
i );
6.
∨
σ∈Λk+1
(〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉⊤ ∧
∧
i<k
θ
σ(i)
i ) ;
7.
∨
σ∈Λk
(ηk ∧
∧
i<k
θ
σ(i)
i ).
Clearly, that pairs of formulas 〈1., 2.〉, 〈2., 3.〉, 〈3., 4.〉, and 〈6., 7.〉 are pairs of GLP-provable
equivalent formulas. The equivalence between 4. and 5. can be obtained by iterative application
of Lemma 1. In order to prove the GLP-equivalence between 5. and 6. we prove that
GLP ⊢ 〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧ θk) ←→ 〈4n− 2k − 1〉⊤, (1)
GLP ⊢ 〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧ ¬θk) ←→ 〈4n− 2k − 1〉⊤. (2)
We have
GLP ⊢ ηk+1 ∧ θk ←→ 〈2k + 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉〈2k + 1〉〈4n− 2k − 2〉⊤
by Lemma 1. From Lemma 3 it follows that
GLP ⊢ 〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉〈2k + 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉〈2k + 1〉〈4n− 2k − 2〉⊤ ←→ 〈4n− 2k − 1〉⊤
. Thus equivalence (1) holds.
Let us prove that GLP 6⊢ ηk+1 → θk. Assume converse, GLP ⊢ ηk+1 → θk. Then we have
GLP ⊢ 〈0〉〈2k + 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉⊤ → 〈0〉〈2k + 1〉〈4n− 2k − 2〉⊤
→ 〈0〉〈0〉〈4n− 2k − 2〉⊤
→ 〈0〉〈0〉〈4n− 2k − 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉⊤
→ 〈0〉〈0〉〈2k + 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉⊤.
But by Fact 1 we have
GLP 6⊢ 〈0〉〈2k + 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉⊤ → 〈0〉〈0〉〈2k + 2〉〈4n− 2k − 3〉⊤.
Contradiction. Therefore GLP 6⊢ ηk+1 → θk.
By Lemma 2 we have
GLP ⊢ 〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧ ¬θk) ←→ 〈2k〉〈2k + 2〉〈2n− 2k − 3〉⊤.
Hence by Lemma 3 the equivalence (2) holds.
Therefore formulas 5. and 6. are GLP-provably equivalent. Finally, we conclude that formulas
1. and 7. are GLP-provable equivalent. This finish the proof of the inductive step in the case
Qk = ∃.
Now we switch to the case Qk = ∀. We consider the following sequence of formulas from Lω0 :
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1. ψk;
2. ηk ∧ ¬〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧ ¬ψk+1);
3. ηk ∧ ¬〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(ηk+1 ∧ ¬(
∨
σ∈Λk+1
(ηk+1 ∧
∧
i<k+1
θ
σ(i)
i )));
4. ηk ∧ ¬〈2k〉〈4n− 2k − 1〉〈2k〉(
∨
σ∈Λ−
k+1
(ηk+1 ∧
∧
i<k+1
θ
σ(i)
i ));
5. ηk ∧ ¬(
∨
σ∈Λ−
k
(ηk ∧
∧
i<k
θ
σ(i)
i ));
6.
∨
σ∈Λk
(ηk ∧
∧
i<k
θ
σ(i)
i ).
All equivalences between neighboring formulas in last sequence but the equivalence between 4. and
5. holds obviously. The last equivalence can be proved in the same way as equivalency between
formulas 3. and 7. from the proof of the inductive step for the case Qk = ∃.
By Lemma 4 we have GLP ⊢ η0 ←→ ψ0 if the formula
Q0x0Q1x1 . . . Qn−1xn−1ϕ(x0, x1, . . . , xn−1)
is true and GLP ⊢ ⊥ ←→ ψ0 if that formula is false. Using the arithmetic semantics for GLP
we easily obtain GLP 6⊢ η0 ←→ ⊥. Hence
Q0x0Q1x1 . . . Qn−1xn−1ϕ(x0, . . . , xn−1) is true iff GLP ⊢ η0 ←→ ψ0.
It is easy to check that the formula η0 ←→ ψ0 is constructed in polynomial time in length
of Q0x0Q1x1 . . .Qn−1xn−1ϕ(x0, x1, . . . , xn−1). This gives us the reduction and finish the proof of
Theorem 1.
4 Fragments GLPn0
The method we describe in the previous section essentially use an infinite number of modalities.
Therefore for every finite n this method cannot be used to prove PSPACE-hardness of GLPn0 .
We prove in this section
Theorem 2. For every number n, the language GLPn0 lies in PTIME.
First, we give a plan of our proof. We use a Kripke model Unωn such that the fragment GLP
n
0
is complete with respect to this model. For every formula from Ln0 there is a corresponding set of
Unωn-worlds (the set of all worlds that satisfy this formula). Completeness of GLP
n
0 with respect to
Unωn means that a formula from L
n
0 lies inGLP
n
0 iff every world of U
n
ωn
lies in the corresponding set.
Of course for a formula ϕ ∈ Ln0 the corresponding set can be obtain by interpreting propositional
constants in ϕ and propositional connectives in ϕ as special sets of Unωn -worlds and special opera-
tions on sets of Unωn -worlds, respectively. We use special codes to encode sets of U
n
ωn
-worlds (note
that there exist sets without a corresponding code). In a decision algorithm we use computable
functions Intr(x, y), Cmpl(x), RInv0(x), . . . , RInvn−1(x), IsEmp(x) to manipulate codes (in the
complete proof below these functions have additional arguments and parameters). Our decision
algorithm works this way:
1. We get an input formula ϕ ∈ Ln0 .
2. We switch to an formula ϕ′ such that
GLP ⊢ ϕ′ ←→ ϕ
and ϕ′ is build of ⊥,∧,¬, 〈0〉, . . . , 〈n− 1〉. We construct ϕ′ by straightforward translation.
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3. We build a code c(ϕ′) for the set that corresponds to ϕ′. In order to do that we define the
mapping c of ϕ′ subformulas to codes. Function c is given by the following rules:
(a) c(⊥) is the constant code for empty set;
(b) c(ψ1 ∧ ψ2) is Intr(c(ψ1), c(ψ2));
(c) c(¬ψ) is Cmpl(c(ψ));
(d) c(〈k〉ψ) is RInvk(c(ψ)).
4. We accept ϕ iff IsEmp returns positive answer on input Cmpl(c(ϕ′)).
Further we describe the way we estimate the algorithm running time. We introduce functions cnωn
and wnωn to measure complexity of codes. We prove bounds on the complexity of resulting codes
and running time for functions Cmpl, Intr, RInv0, RInv1, . . . , RInvn−1 in the terms of complexity
of input codes. This gives us the estimation for running time of our decision algorithm. In most
of the lemmas below we simultaneously construct a computable function with desired properties
and prove bounds for this function.
Now we are going to give a precise definition of Kripke models we use. The definition of models
Unα uses the notion of ordinal number. In this section we denote ordinal numbers by lower case
Greek letters α, β, γ, δ, ζ; we denote by On the class of all ordinals.
Fact 2 (Cantor Normal Form Theorem). Every ordinal α can be presented in a unique way as a
sum
α = ωβ0 + . . .+ ωβn−1
such that β0 ≥ β1 ≥ . . . ≥ βn−1 and n ≥ 0.
Let the function ℓ : On→ On be given by
• ℓ(0) = 0;
• ℓ(α) = βn−1, where α > 0 and Cantor normal form of α is ω
β0 + . . .+ ωβn−1.
We use following notations for ordinals:
• ω0 = 1;
• ωn+1 = ωωn ;
• ε0 = sup
n→ω
ωn.
Ordinal ε0 is the first ordinal α such that ω
α = α.
We present a definition of Ignatiev’s Model U = (U,R0, R1, . . .) [7]. The set U is the set of all
sequences
(α0, α1, α2, . . .)
such that every αi is an ordinal, α0 < ε0 and αi+1 ≤ ℓ(αi), for every i ∈ ω. For every number k
the binary relation Rk is given by
(α0, α1, . . .)Rk(β0, β1, . . .)
def
⇐⇒ βk < αk&∀i < k(αi = βi).
The model U is the universal model for the closed fragment of GLP [7][3]. For every formula
ϕ ∈ Lω0 we have
GLP ⊢ ϕ ⇐⇒ ϕ is valid in U .
It is easy to see that for every sequence (α0, α1, . . .) ∈ U we have αi = 0, for enough big i.
Actually we will work with “smaller” models Unα = (U
n
α , R0, R1, . . . , Rn−1) for 1 ≤ α < ε0 and
n ≥ 0. For α < ε0 the set Unα ⊂ U is the set of all sequences of ordinals
(α0, α1, . . . , αn−1)
such that α0 < α and αi+1 ≤ ℓ(αi) for every i < n− 1. For every k < n the binary relation Rk is
given by
(α0, α1, . . . , αn−1)Rk(β0, β1, . . . , βn−1)
def
⇐⇒ βk < αk&∀i < k(αi = βi).
We note several properties of models Unα
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Fact 3. Suppose n is a number and α is an ordinals, 0 < α < ε0.
1. the only element of U0α is ();
2. for every α0 the model ({(β0, β1, . . . , βn−1) ∈ Unα | α0 = β0}, R1, . . . , Rn−1) is isomorphic to
the model Un−1
ℓ(α0)+1
;
3. for every k from 1 to n and (β0, . . . , βn−1), (γ0, . . . , γn−1) ∈ U
n
α such that
(β0, . . . , βn−1)Rk(γ0, . . . , γn−1),
we have β0 = γ0.
The model Unωn is the universal model for the closed n-modal fragment of GLP [7][3]. For every
formula ϕ ∈ Ln0 we have
GLP ⊢ ϕ ⇐⇒ ϕ is valid in Unωn .
We will use the well-known RAM(random access machine) calculation model. More specifically,
we will use the variant of RAM from [5] with the execution time for every instruction equal to 1.
All time bounds in present paper are given for this model. In [5] it was shown that RAM can be
simulated on a multi-tape Turing machine with at most cubic running time growth.
We will effectively encode some subsets of Unα . In order to do it we will use the following
encoding of ordinals less then ε0 known as Cantor ordinal notations. We encode expressions in
Cantor normal forms
ωβ0 + . . .+ ωβn−1,
where every βi is also encoded this way. Obviously, this gives us unique (by Fact 2) encoding for
every ordinal less than ε0.
All ordinals that we use below are less than ε0. Below, we consider only ordinals that are less
than ε0. We don’t make a distinguish between an ordinal < ε0 and it’s encoding.
We define the function c : ε0 → ω. For an ordinal α = ωβ0 + . . .+ωβn−1 in Cantor normal form
we put
c(α) = 1 + c(β0) + . . .+ c(βn−1).
Obviously, this gives us a unique function c. For an ordinal α, the amount of memory which is
needed to store the code of α is O(c(α)).
We omit the proofs of two following the lemmas:
Lemma 5. Ordinals α, β can be compared within time O(c(α) + c(β)).
Proof. We will describe recursive algorithm. Suppose α = ωα0 + . . .+ωαn−1 in Cantor normal form
and β = ωβ0 + . . . + ωβm−1 in Cantor normal form. Starting from i = 0 we increase i by 1 until
i ≥ min(n,m) or αi 6= βi, here we use recursive calls to compare αi and βi. If after this procedure
i = n = m then α = β. If i = n < m or i < min(n,m) and αi < βi then α < β. Otherwise, α > β.
The required time bound for this algorithm obviously holds.
Lemma 6. For ordinals α, β, we can find an ordinal α + β within time O(c(α) + c(β)) and we
have c(α+ β) ≤ c(α) + c(β).
Proof. The cases of β = 0 or α = 0 are trivial. Below we assume that α, β > 0. Suppose
α = ωα0 + . . .+ ωαn−1 in Cantor normal form and β = ωβ0 + . . .+ ωβm−1 in Cantor normal form.
We find the smallest k < n such that αi < β0. Obviously, the Cantor normal form of α+ β is
ωα0 + . . .+ ωαk−1 + ωβk + . . .+ ωβm−1 .
Linear time bound for this algorithm obviously holds.
For ordinals α and β, α < β we encode the interval [α, β) = {γ | α ≤ γ < β} by the pair
〈α, β〉. Only intervals we consider in the present paper are intervals of this form. For an interval
A = [α, β) we put
ℓ(A) = sup{ℓ(γ) + 1 | γ ∈ A}.
Lemma 7. For a given interval A = [α, β) such that ℓ(α) = 0
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1. we can find ℓ(A) within time O(c(α) + c(β));
2. c(ℓ(A)) ≤ c(β);
3. [0, ℓ(A)) = {ℓ(γ) | γ ∈ A}.
Proof. Suppose Cantor normal forms of ordinals α and β are
α = ωα0 + . . .+ ωαn−1 and
β = ωβ0 + . . .+ ωβm−1 .
Let k = min({n} ∪ {i | αi < βi}). Obviously, k < m.
Let ζ = max(βk, 1) if k = m, and let ζ = βk + 1 otherwise.
Claim: {ℓ(γ) | γ ∈ A)} = [0, ζ).
First, we consider any γ ∈ A and prove that ℓ(γ) < ζ. The Cantor normal form of the ordinal
γ is
γ = ωα0 + . . .+ ωαk−1 + ωγ0 + . . .+ ωγl−1 ,
where all γi ≤ βk and if k = m then all γi < βk. If l = 0 then we have α = γ and ℓ(γ) = ℓ(α) = 0.
Suppose l 6= 0. We have ℓ(γ) = γl−1 ≤ βk if k > m and we have ℓ(δ) = γl−1 < βk if k = m.
Hence ℓ(γ) < ζ.
Now, we consider any δ ∈ [0, ζ) and find a γ ∈ A such that ℓ(γ) = δ. If δ = 0 then we can
choose γ = α. Otherwise we choose γ = α+ ωδ; obviously then γ ∈ A. This complete the proof of
the claim.
Therefore ℓ(A) = ζ. Obviously, ζ can be found within time O(c(α) + c(β)). We have c(ζ) ≤
c(βk) + 1 ≤ c(β). This finishes the proof of the Lemma.
For every ordinal α > 0 and every number n we will define the set of codes Cnα and the
evaluation function evnα : C
n
α → P(U
n
α ). Every set C
0
α is just the set {0, 1}. We put ev
0
α(0) = ∅
and ev0α(1) = {()} (the set contains only the empty sequence ()). For n > 0 elements of C
n
α are
tuples consists of
1. number m;
2. A0, . . . , Am−1, where every Ai is a nonempty interval [βi, γi), for every i, we have βi 6=∈ Lim,⊔
i<m
Ai = [0, α), and for all i < m− 1, we have γi = βi+1;
3. c0 ∈ U
n−1
ℓ(A0)
, . . . , cm−1 ∈ U
n−1
ℓ(An−1)
.
From formal point of view for n > 0 an element d ∈ Cnα is a triple (n,A, c). We put
evnα((m,A, c)) =
⊔
i<m
{(β0, β1, . . . , βn−1) ∈ U
n
α | β0 ∈ Ai, (β1, . . . , βn−1) ∈ ev
n−1
ℓ(Ai)
(ci)}.
Suppose A is a subset of Unα and c is an element of C
n
α such that ev
n
α(c) = A. Then we say that c
is a code for A.
For every number n and every ordinal α ∈ [1, ε0), we introduce functions wnα : C
n
α → ω and
ocnα : C
n
α → ω in order to measure complexity of codes
• w0α(c) = 1;
• wn+1α ((m,A, c)) = max({m} ∪ {w
n
α(ci) | i < m});
• oc0α(c) = 1;
• ocn+1α ((m,A, c)) = max
i<n
c(βi) + max
i<n
ocnℓ([βi,γi))(ci), where every Ai = [βi, γi).
Obviously, the following two lemmas holds
Lemma 8. Suppose c = (m,A, d) ∈ Cnα and for every i < m, the interval Ai = [βi, γi). Then
for all i < m, we have c(βi) ≤ oc(c), c(γi) ≤ max(c(α),oc(c)), oc(di) ≤ oc(c), and c(ℓ(Ai)) ≤
max(c(α),oc(c)).
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Lemma 9. The amount of memory which is needed to store a given code c ∈ Cnα is O((oc
n
α(c) +
c(α)) · (wnα(c))
n).
Lemma 10. Suppose n ≥ 0. Then there exists a computable function IsEmpn(α, c) such that for
arguments 0 < α < ε0 and c ∈ Cnα:
1. IsEmpn returns 1 if ev
n
α(c) = ∅ and returns 0 otherwise;
2. running time of IsEmpn is O(max(oc
n
α(c), c(α)) · (w
n
α(c))
n).
Proof. We prove this Lemma by induction on n. Suppose n = 0. Then for a given α and c, we
have evnα(c) = ∅ iff c = 0. This gives us the function IsEmp0.
Now we consider the case of n > 0. From the Lemma 7 Item 3 it follows that for a given ordinal
α and a given code c = (k,A, d) the evaluation evnα(c) = ∅ iff for all i < k we have ev
n−1
ℓ(Ai)
(di) = ∅.
Whether the right part of the last equivalence holds can be checked by k calls of IsEmpn−1 with
O(max(ocnα(c), c(α)) · (w
n
α(c))
n−1) time upper bound each. This gives us IsEmpn with running
time O(max(ocnα(c), c(α)) · (w
n
α(c))
n).
Lemma 11. Suppose n ≥ 0. Then there exists a computable function Cmpln(α, c) such that for
arguments 0 < α < ε0 and c ∈ Cnα:
1. Cmpln(α, c) ∈ C
n
α;
2. evnα(Cmpln(α, c)) = U
n
α \ ev
n
α(c);
3. ocnα(Cmpln(α, c)) = oc
n
α(c), w
n
α(Cmpln(α, c)) = w
n
α(d);
4. running time of Cmpln is O(max(oc
n
α(c), c(α)) · (w
n
α(c))
n).
Proof. We prove this Lemma by induction on n.
Consider the case n = 0. Suppose an input (α, c) is given. Then we put Cmpl0(α, c) = 0 if c = 1
and we put Cmpl0(α, c) = 1 otherwise. Obviously, this gives us Cmpl0 that satisfies all required
conditions.
Now, consider the case of n > 0. Suppose an input (α, c) is given and c = (m,A, d). We
put Cmpln(α, c) = (m,A, e), where the vector e = (e0, . . . , em−1) and for every i < m, ei =
Cmpln−1(ℓ(Ai), di). This gives us the computable function Cmpln. Obviously, oc
n
α(Cmpln(α, c)) =
ocnα(c), w
n
α(Cmpln(α, c)) = w
n
α(d). From Lemma 7 and inductive hypothesis it follows that
evnα(Cmpln(α, c)) = U
n
α \ ev
n
α(c). From inductive hypothesis and Lemma 8 it follows that run-
ning time of Cmpln(α, c) is O(w
n
α(c)
n ·max(c(α),oc(c))).
Obviously, the following lemma holds
Lemma 12. Suppose n ≥ 0. Then there exists a computable function EmpSn(α) such that for a
given ordinal α > 0 it returns within time O(c(α)) a code c ∈ Cnα such that ev
n
α(c) = ∅, oc
n
α(c) = n,
and wnα(c) = 1 .
Lemma 13. Suppose n > 0. Then there exists a computable function Infn(α, c) such that for
arguments 0 < α < ε0 and c ∈ Cnα, ev
n
α(c) 6= ∅:
1. Infn(α, c) is an ordinal;
2. Infn(α, c) = inf{γ0 | ∃γ1, . . . , γn−1((γ0, . . . , γn−1) ∈ evnα(c))};
3. c(Infn(α, c)) ≤ oc(c);
4. Infn running time is O(max(ocnα(c), c(α)) · (w
n
α(c))
n).
Proof. We prove the Lemma by induction on n. Suppose an input (α, c) is given, c = (m,A, d) ∈
Cnα, and for every i < m, Ai = [βi, γi). We choose the minimal k such that IsEmpn(dk) = 0 (recall
that it mean that evnα(dk) 6= ∅); such a k exists because of ev
n
α(c) 6= ∅. In the case of n = 1 we
return βk as the result of Infn(α, c). From the Lemma 8 it follows that c(Infn(α, c)) ≤ ocnα(c).
The required algorithm running time upper bound obviously holds. Now we consider the case of
n > 1. Let δ = Infn−1(ℓ(Ak), dk). If δ = 0 then we put Infn(α, c) = βk. Otherwise we put
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Infn(α, c) = βk + ω
δ. From the inductive hypothesis it follows that 2. and 4. holds. By inductive
hypothesis we have
c(Infn(α, c)) = c(βk) + c(Infn−1(ℓ(Ak), dk)) ≤ c(βk) + oc(dk)
≤ max
i<m
c(βi) + max
i<m
oc(di) = oc(c)
Lemma 14. Suppose n > 0 and k < n. Then there exists a computable function RInvn,k(α, c)
such that for arguments 0 < α < ε0 and c ∈ Cnα:
1. RInvn,k(α, c) is an element of C
n
α;
2. evnα(RInvn,k(α, c)) = {w ∈ U
n
α | ∃w
′ ∈ evnα(c)(wRnw
′)};
3. ocnα(RInvn,k(α, c)) ≤ oc
n
α(c) + n, w
n
α(RInvn,k(α, c)) ≤ w
n
α(c) + 1;
4. RInvn,k(α, c) running time is O(max(ocnα(c), c(α)) · (w
n
α(c))
n).
Proof. We will prove this Lemma by induction on k.
We consider the case of k = 0. Suppose an ordinal α and a code c ∈ Cnα are given. If
IsEmp(α, c) = 1, i.e. evnα(c) is empty, then we put
RInvn,k(α, c) = EmpSn(α).
Otherwise, we put
RInvn,k(α, c) = (2, (B0, B1), (e0, e1)),
where B0 = [0, Infn(α, c) + 1), B1 = [Infn(α, c) + 1, α), e0 = EmpSn−1(ℓ(B0)), and e1 =
Cmpln(ℓ(B1), EmpSn−1(ℓ(B1))).
Now we consider the case of k > 0. Suppose an ordinal α > 0 and a code c = (m,A, d) ∈ Cnα are
given. For i < m let ei = RInvn−1,k−1(ℓ(Ai), di). We put RInvn,k(α, c) = (m,A, e). All required
conditions on function RInvn,k can be checked easily; inductive hypothesis, Fact 3, Lemma 13, and
Lemma 12 are used here.
Lemma 15. Suppose n ≥ 0. Then there exists a computable function Rstrn(α, β, c) such that for
arguments 0 < β ≤ α < ε0 and c ∈ C
n
α:
1. Rstrn(α, β, c) is an element of C
n
β ;
2. evnα(Rstrn(α, β, c)) = ev
n
α(c) ∩ U
n
β ;
3. ocnβ(Rstrn(α, β, c)) ≤ oc
n
α(c), w
n
β(Rstrn(α, β, c)) ≤ w
n
α(c);
4. Rstrn running time is O(max(ocnα(c), c(α), c(β)) · (w
n
α(c))
n).
Proof. We prove the Lemma by induction on n. The case of n = 0 is trivial:
Rstr0 : (α, β, c) 7−→ c.
Suppose n > 0. Consider an input (α, β, c), where c = (m,A, d) ∈ Cnα. We choose maximal k < m
such that the left end of Ak is less than β; obviously, at least one such k exists. Suppose Ak = [γ, δ).
We are going to define vectors B and e consists of B0, . . . , Bk and e0, . . . , ek correspondingly. We
put Bi = Ai and ei = di for i < k. We put Bk = [γ, β) and ek = Rstrn(ℓ(Ak), ℓ([γ, β)), c).
Finally, we put Rstrn(α, β, c) = (k + 1, B, e). Straightforward check shows that this Rstrn enjoys
all required conditions.
Lemma 16. Suppose n ≥ 0. Then there exists a computable function Intrn(α, c1, c2) such that
for arguments 0 < α < ε0 and c1, c2 ∈ Cnα:
1. Intrn(α, c1, c2) is an element of C
n
α;
2. evnα(Intrn(α, c1, c2)) = ev
n
α(c1) ∩ ev
n
α(c2);
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3. ocnα(Intrn(α, c1, c2)) ≤ oc
n
α(c1) + oc
n
α(c2);
4. wnα(Intrn(α, c1, c2)) ≤ w
n
α(c1) +w
n
α(c2);
5. Intrn(α, c1, c2) running time is O(max(ocnα(c1),oc
n
α(c2), c(α))
(max(wnα(c1),w
n
α(c2)))
n+1).
Proof. We prove this Lemma by induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. Now assume that n > 0.
Below we describe Intrn. Suppose an input (α, c1, c2) is given, code c1 = (m1, A(1), d(1)) ∈ Cnα,
and code c2 = (m2, A(2), d(2)) ∈ Cnα are given. We consider all pairwise intersections Ai ∩ Bj ,
where i < m1 and j < m2; all intersections of this form are ∅ or [β, γ) for some ordinals β and γ,
β < γ. We choose all non-empty intersections of considered form and then sort them in the order
induced by the ordinal comparison of left ends of intervals; by this procedure we obtain sequence
B0, B1, . . . , Bk−1. Thus we obtain the vector B of the length k. Obviously,
⊔
i<k
Bi = [0, α) and
for all i < k − 1, the right end of Bi is equals to the left end of Bi+1. It is easy to see that
k ≤ m1 +m2. We are going to define vectors e(1), e(2), and e(3) of the length k. For every i < k,
we find a unique j < m1 such that Bi ⊂ A
(1)
j and then put e
(1)
i = Rstrn−1(ℓ(A
(1)
j ), ℓ(Bi), d
(1)
j ).
Similarly, for every i < k, we find a unique j < m2 such that Bi ⊂ A
(2)
j and then put e
(2)
i =
Rstrn−1(ℓ(A
(2)
j ), ℓ(Bi), d
(2)
j ). For every i < k, we put e
(3)
i = Intrn−1(ℓ(Bi), e
(1), e(2)). And finally,
we put Intrn(α, c1, c2) = (k,B, e(3)). With the use of inductive hypothesis it is easy to check
that all conditions on Intrn holds; note that we use quadratic upper bound for the number of
comparison operations in the sort algorithm in order to give upper bound for running time.
We define |ϕ| for all polymodal formulas ϕ:
• |⊤| = |⊥| = |x| = 1;
• |ϕ ∧ ψ| = |ϕ ∨ ψ| = |ϕ→ ψ| = |ϕ|+ |ψ|+ 1;
• |〈n〉ϕ| = |ϕ|+ 1.
Now we will prove the Theorem 2.
Proof. We consider some formula ϕ ∈ Ln0 . Obviously, within time O(|ϕ|) we can find a formula
ϕ′ ∈ Ln0 such that
GLP ⊢ ϕ ←→ ϕ′,
the only connectives that are used in ϕ′ are ∧,¬, 〈0〉, . . . , 〈n − 1〉, and |ϕ′| = O(|ϕ|). For every
subformula ψ of ϕ′ we will find a code cψ ∈ Cnωn such that ev
n
ωn
(cψ) = {w ∈ Unωn | U
n
ωn
, w  ψ}.
We consider subformulas of ϕ′ in an order such that every subformula ψ is considered after all strict
subformulas of ψ. If ψ is ⊥ then cψ = EmpSn(ωn). If ψ is ¬ψ
′ for some ψ′ then cψ = Cmpln(ωn, cψ′).
If ψ is 〈k〉ψ′ for some ψ′ then cψ = RInvn,k(ωn, cψ′). If ψ is ψ′ ∧ψ′′ for some ψ′ and some ψ′′ then
cψ = Intrn(ωn, cψ′ , cψ′′). We easily show by induction on length show that for every subformula
ψ, we have
wnωn(cψ) ≤ |ψ| and
ocnωn(cψ) ≤ |ψ| · n.
Thus the calculation of cψ with the use of codes for previously considered subformulas takes time
O(|ϕ′| · |ϕ′|n+1). And complete process of calculation of cφ′ takes time O(|ϕ′|n+3).
Obviously, GLP ⊢ ϕ iff IsEmpn(ωn, Cmpln(ωn, cϕ′)) = 1. This gives us a required polynomial
time algorithm with running time O(|ϕ|n+3).
Remark 2. With sharper formulation and proof of the Lemma 16 we may obtain Intrn with
running time O(max(ocnα(c1),oc
n
α(c2), c(α)) · (max(w
n
α(c1),w
n
α(c2)))
n); we don’t present a proof
of the last fact here. This will give a decision algorithm for the language GLPn0 with better running
time upper bound O(|ϕ|n+2).
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5 Conclusion and perspectives
E. Dashkov considered the strongly positive fragment of GLP. There is also the positive fragment
of GLP. For every α, β ≤ ω we denote by Pαβ the set of all formulas of the form ϕ ←→ ψ,
where ϕ and ψ are built from the logical constant ⊤, conjunction, disjunction, modalities 〈i〉 for
i < α, modalities [i] for i < α and propositional variables xj for j < β. Consider GLP-provability
problems for formulas from Pαβ , where either α = ω or β > 0. We conjecture that all these problems
are PSPACE-complete.
If n is large enough then the proof of the Theorem 2 gives us highly ineffective decision al-
gorithms for GLPn0 . It is unknown are there effective algorithms for these problems. We con-
jecture that there are no uniform N such that for every n there is a decision algorithm for
GLPn0 with running time O(|ϕ|
N ). But from Theorem 1 it follows that our conjecture implies
PTIME 6= PSPACE. Thus if this conjecture holds then this problem seems to be very hard to
solve without use of complexity-theoretic assumptions.
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